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Powell River Census
HE census of Powell River and District for 1931 is slightly above that
of 1930. This year’s figures show a total population of the entire
district of 5195 compared to 5065 in 1930, an increase of 130. The
population of Powell River centre shows a slight decrease of approximately
200 over last year. This is accounted for chiefly by the departure of men
after the cessation of construction activities early in the year. The townsite
population is 2152. As was expected, the greatest increase is found in the
suburb of Westview, whose population has increased from 779 in 1930 to
1111 in 1931, an increase of 332. Westview, with the installation of electric
light and telephone and its ideal residential location has become increasingly
popular in the past two years. Westview is now the largest of Powell River's
suburbs, surpassing Cranberry for the first time this year. The population of
Powell River and its chief suburbs is as follows:
‘Lownsite

Cranberry and Mowat
Edgehill

Westview and Grief Point. ccc 1,111
Stillwater, Lang Bay and Myrtle Point...

Wildwood

Shingle Mill and Powell Lake cc

2,152
916
136
113

546

11)

Last year for the first time the population of the district passed the 5,000

mark. Contrary to expectations this figure has been auginented. Of this
total population, practically 1200 are children under ten years of age.
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Outstanding Civic and Industrial

Events of 1931 in Powell River
ESPITE certain retrenchments and curtailments attendant on

the universal depression in trade and commerce the year 1
has witnessed outstanding developments in the history of Powell River
and district.

INDUSTRIAL
The Powell River Company’s seventh newsprint machine, the
last word in modern paper mill machinery, officially started produc-

tion in January. The daily newsprint capacity of the plant was

increased from 500 to: 650 tons a day.
The Lois River hydro-electric project was completed in March,
and an additional 22,000 h.p. raised the total hydro and hydro-electric
installation of Powell River above 70,000 h.p.

CIVIC
Development of Powell River’s suburban districts was the

greatest in history. Electric light and water systems were installed
tor the first time in Cranberry and Westview.
Increased telephonic communication was established in the district. The North West Telephone Company installed an exchange in
Powell River. The installation of private telephones followed, and
direct telephonic communication established between Powell River
and Vancouver.
Building activities, especially in the Westview district, displayed
an unprecedented boom. Scores of new homes were erected by company employees during the spring and summer.

FDUCATIONAL
The Wildwood district erected a new, modern, four-roomed
school. The steady expansion of the Westview district necessitated
the addition of a new wing to the existing two-roomed structure. As
a result of these widening educational facilities, the Powell River and
District Teachers’ Federation, with a membership of twenty-eight
teachers, was formed.

BUSINESS
Powell River’s banking facilities were increased by the erection
in August of the Bank of Montreal’s fine, modern structure. Branches
of the Commerce and Montreal are now established in the townsite.
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When Powell River was Young
---V ery Young

Four old-timers who are still with us and who remember Powell River as it was in
the late eighties and the early days of the twentieth century: Otto Laine, left;
Vic Erickson, right; are still employed by the Powell River Company. Rod LeMay,
second from left; is still in Wildwood, and Jim Springer, next in line, is well known
to every old-timer in the district.
fd. Note: Ihe material in the following article has
been compiled for the Dicester by Jim Springer,
who knocked down trees in this section of the
country long before a paper mill was even considered as possible in British Columbia—and long
before a goodly portion of our present crop of
paper makers, grinder experts, etc., appeared on
the world’s surface.

VERY time I walk through
the streets of this modern
community of Powell River,

with its well ordered, immaculate
looking townsite, modern stores and
great buildings, housing ever greater
and more marvelous machinery, the

urge to kick myself is almost over-

I caught my first glimpse of Powell

River in January, 1883. At that
time, the focus point of civilization
in the district centred in the presence
of two small logging camps, owned
and operated by the Moodyville Saw
Company.

One camp, called Dicken-

sons Camp, was located on the site

of the present car shop; the other,
Dineens Camp, was set up just behind Willingdon Beach. The entire
country was a virgin forest; if any-

tire site for something less than a

one had prophecied that some day a
district containing over five thousand
permanent residents and including in
its boundaries one of the largest paper

song—

mills on the continent would grace

powering.

Once I could have bought the en-
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What the district of

Wildwood looked like

before a paper mitl

was ever considered
in this area. Logging

operations were under

way in this district

at the beginning of

the present century.

the site, we would have sent him

tribe, living in the area where the

down on the next boat.

company has just completed their big
hydro - electric development at Lois

Each camp worked about fifteen

men and each utilized the services of River. We nicknamed the three,
twelve oxen to drag the logs through Cultus Bob, She Bear and the Wolf.

the hastily built skid roads. The

On Harwood the late Timothy

timber had, as yet, been scarcely

Moody maintained quite a large herd
of cattle and sold beef to the camps.
A Chinaman used to keep a trading
sloop by which he visited the camps

touched; virgin forest stretched away
for miles from the shore line. (Jame
was plentiful and close at hand; the

ing over the meat bones thrown aside
by the cook caused us many a sleep-

and the Indian settlements. “To my
knowledge there was no life or activity on Texada Island in 1883, although we did hear that one party

meant climbing out of the bunks and

had a small sheep ranch on the lower
end—a rumor we were never able to

wolves used to raid our pig pen
nightly and their fighting and growl-

less night. In the end it usually
chasing them away.
The Indians were present in greater

prove or disprove.

numbers than today. There was no
government restriction on deer and

Camp shut down and Dineen’s Camp

game forty years ago, and the Indians

slaughtered scores simply for their
hides and left the meat strewn al!

In the winter of 1884, Dickenson’s

at Willingdon Beach was moved to

(sriet Point. Our complete outfit was
transferred by scow, and on our first
trip the scow ran ashore in a heavy

over the country. They dried and

storm off Grief‘ Point. We cut 2
trail through the woods at Myrtle

paddled across to Comox, where they
were sold for a dollar apiece. ()ne

Point, over which we moved the ox

cured the hides themselves — then

Indian family camped near our site

teams, and the old skid road now used
as a government road, which we built

There were three in the family and

in 1884, was the first piece of highway construction undertaken in the

they were members of the Eagle River

district.

and hunted, and fished for the camp.
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This picture, taken in
1907, shows the locie

standing on almost

the identical spot

where the new machine room now turns

out its hundreds ot

tons of ‘newsprint
daily.

In 1884 I left Powell River and
never drifted back until 1900, when
we started logging off the Wildwood
district. From 1902-1904 I worked

with the B. C. Timber & ‘Trading
Company, during which period we
completed logging in the Wildwood
area. On completion of this job, |
went north, but found myself back

in Powell River in May of 1907,
engaged by J. Sayward of Victoria,

Mysteries Solved W hile

You Wait

Mrs. Miller informs us half her
working energy is utilized in keeping
John McIntyre and Sam Chambers
supplied with the latest, best, most
intricate and puzzling crime and mystery stories. There is not a book on
the shelves even remotely hinting at
sleuthing that these two avaricious

B. C., who had started logging opera-

tions. We landed with the tug

Sherlocks haven’t devoured. John
has reached a stage now where he

Hope and two scows, loaded with

loses interest after the second chapter.

camp outfit and complete equipment By that time he has spotted the mur-

for a logging railroad. There was

no whart—not even a float—and as
our embarkation took place at 3.00
in the morning, we had plenty of fun
getting ashore.

We logged the Powell River area

for the next two years, and it was
during this that we heard rumors of
the possible building of a pulp mill.
One or two wise lads bought lots and

we laughed at them for poor “saps”
And thus opportunity passed us by.
I wouldn't have paid a hundred cents
for the whole site of the present plant

buildings. Wish I had now!

derer, has anticipated all the man-

oeuvres of Scotland Yard and has the

romantic sequel, if any, in its just and
proper place.

“What do you think of this recent
case of prisoners escaping from Oakalla, John?” we timidly ventured.

“Too many clues,” he muttered,
gazing abstractedly into the ether;
“what these detectives lack is the
ability to sort out what is essential
from what is inconsequential.”
“Exactly,” agreed Sam, “just what
Edgar Wallace points out.”
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A New ear Lazns
The closing days of-the old year

the feeling that the new arrival

saw most of our great dailies featuring

couldn’t treat us any worse than the
old fellow did. Some of those sledge.
hammer wallops he delivered, while

cartoons which depicted the exit of

the old year. They all treated Old
Man 1931 very abruptly and very unceremoniously. The favorite method

of disposal was to depict this cantankerous, destructive old man sailing

through the air, propelled by the
vindictive toe of Mr. Average Citizen.

There are few, indeed, who expressed grief at the exit of 1931. The
rough-handed, vigorous ejections por-

trayed by the cartoonists met with
hearty approval from us all.

they battered us badly, never knocked

us out. We may be groggy, but we
are still on our feet. We know this
young fellow who has just stepped
in the ring can’t punch any harder
than his uncouth old father did.
And so we welcome 1932. If he
has more bumps in store for us, well,
what's another bruise more or less on
the old frame? If he has, as we hope
and expect, just a few kind words and
an occasional smile for us, then we

We turn hopefully to 1932. Somehow, we feel that the buffetings we
received from the old year have lost
their first devastating severity and

are satisfied.

that his successor will be a more

On the front page of this issue, Miss
Joan Foote, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

sympathetically disposed chap, who

will perhaps replace the indiscriminate kick of his predecessor with a
few kindly smiles.
None of us expect a speedy return

to the hilarious days of 1929. Few

even desire it. We attained the
heights, but it was a long drop to
terra firma, and the resultant bump

afforded us a shock we are not
anxious to have repeated.

There is undoubtedly a_ general
confidence that 1932 will deliver us
at least a few face cards. There is

The Cover Page
Robert Foote, of Powell River, steps
out from the big roll of newsprint to

tell all her friends in the widely-extended publishing houses of the western hemisphere that she hopes 1932

will bring a revival of prosperity and
happiness to the world. Joan says
that she and her roll of Powell River
newsprint are prepared to do their
share by guaranteeing a maintenance

of the high standard of quality and
personal service which accompanies

the Powell River trademark in the
newsprint world.
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Many Tovs Distributed at
Christmas

The repairing and refitting of hundreds of old and second-hand toys was one
of the undertakings of the Powell River and District Benefit Fund committee
around the Christmas season. Inset shows Miss Kathryn Daubner, who supervised the collection aud distribution of the toys.

and ready for distribution. The toys
assistance carried out by the “were parcelled up and sorted in
Powell River and District Bene>™ groups according to ages, and two
fit Fund to needy families, the days before Christmas were delivered
to every family in the district whose
formation of a special toy department
under the immediate supervision of names had been recommended by the
N the dispensation of relief and

Miss Kathryn Daubner was in‘tiated.
()ne of the former construction shacks

relief committee.

was requisitioned as a central clearing

assist in the repairing and manufac-

house and Miss Daubner and her

assistants canvassed the district for
old, discarded or second - hand toys.

At the central headquarters these
were repainted, repaired and converted into almost new and usable
toys for children of all ages.
A week before Christmas the toy
headquarters was a scene of feverish
activity. Scores of toys were brought
in; scores were rendered “‘shipshape”’

Willing helpers were on hand to
turing of the toys. Volunteers from
engineering and carpentering staffs
loaned their services and worked
strenuously at the job of renovating
old and making new toys. The “Toy
Shop”” was a distinct credit to Miss
Daubner and her many willing coworkers who gave their time and
labor unreservedly to make a happy
Christmas for many children in the
district.
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There’s Plenty of Snow Up in

the Hills

Snow has not yet
fallen in Powell River
as we go to press, but

along the fringes of
Powell Lake the jagged peaks of the coast

range have already
donned their winter’s
garb.

HE rain is pattering merrily
against our ofhce windows.

only surprising feature of all is the
apparently inexhaustible supply of

It has been pattering with

reserve buckets.

reasonable consistency for the last

five weeks, and, judging from the
immediate outlook, it may, as one of

our Cockney friends put it, “patter
for five ‘blinking’ more.” But what's
five weeks’ rain to us hardy coastal
British Columbians? Invigorating,
ain't it? And cooling? And it wets
the ground? And, finally, there 1s

The point is, however, that these
watery pleasantries, common during

the late fall and winter, roll lightly
of the well-oiled backs of the native
British Columbian. It annoys him
scarcely more than a few degrees
increase in temperature annoys the
African jungle dweller. After a lifetime of practical experience in the

nothing half-hearted about our rains.

rain business, we use the words

When the rain gods decide to tilt
their buckets in British (Columbia,
they turn them upside down. The

“pattered merrily” with the carefree
abandon of youngsters. While the
frail citizens of London, of Paris, of
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Near the head of Powell Lake, showing
the heavy snow fall in the pitts.

Gad, but this is going to be great!
The youngsters are preparing to
amuse themselves in the’ estatic joys

of a day, or a week perhaps, on the
ice. Our younger set anticipate the
delights of the many pleasant and
intimate connections permitted by
the gallantries of skating ethics. We

oldsters, by gad, will show these
bombastic kids a few tricks in figure-

“eighting” and spread-eagling they
never knew before.

Anticipation rules supreme.

New York and Berlin scurry along

What happens? Just as the ice has

their rain-bespattered pavements beneath the shelter of huge umbrellas,
we turn up our coat collars, scorn the
decadent umbrella, and stroll blithely

that beautiful, soul-enticing appear-

along at our accustomed pace.

Snow is of far more serious consequence to us. It is an infrequent

and, at the worst, only transient

ance of flawless glass, down plop those

big flaky drops. They continue to
plop for about two days, and our fond
imaginings are crushed in a shower
of snow. But why not clear the snow

off? Ha, ha! we sneer bitterly. For
after two days of snow, along comes

Visitor. Not that we dislike snow as

another week of freezing weather.

snow — but that, by its comparative
infrequency, its short duration, and
its unexpectedness, we are invariably
caught unprepared. If we could be

The snow, probably six inches deep,
is now a hard crust, and, you gentle-

certain of a decent, respectable snow-

are welcome to all the plaudits you
receive from your agility under these

fall, all would be well.

We are not. Almost invariably
before the big flakes drop on our hills

men from the great eastern waterways
of Canada and the United States, you

conditions. And just by way of
variety we are blessed with a few

freezing weather. The lake and ponds

are frozen over. We rush to the

days rain, which melts the snow in a
series of small hills and valleys. And
then it freezes again. Ha, ha! it is to

basement, dig out our rusty old skates,

laugh, mes amis.

put on another pair of socks, the old
red flannels and an extra sweater.

Other additional discomforts follow
4 British Columbia snowfall. Most of

or streets we have had a week of
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us with never-failing optimism boast

We could compile a lengthy string

of wearing our “shorts” all winter.

of indictments against snow in our

Comes the snow—and a frantic dash
for odd pieces of underclothing, hidden the Lord knows where. Usually
we discover they have done yeoman
service as stove rags, shoe polishers,
or a buffer against moths. They also

coastal region. We could say, as our
Eastern friends do, that it is a nasty,

make excellent mops for basement
use, and as floor washers or linoleum

polishers are unequalled. On occasions it is necessary to shift a few
cords of wood or a couple of tons of
coal for the remains.
Then there is the problem of pipes

and taps in this land of alternate
snowings and freezings. The Great
Architect of the water-pipe universe,

in laying his plans for the water
system of our fair province, considered that to delve deeply would be
a sheer waste of good, honest energy.

So you find all good, loyal and true
husbands, shivering, quivering, and

muttering, stumbling along in the
dark and gloomy catacombs of the
basement, groping wildly for that infernal instrument which plumbers call
a stop cock. And what snow, however
beautiful and picturesque, can com-

pensate for that terrible moment

which follows the sudden demand
from the lady of the house, just as
you have settled down beneath the
blankets and are wallowing in the
trough of peaceful and undisturbed
slumber:

“John (or Bill, or Dick), have you
left the taps running?”
What follows beggars all descrip-

tion, for John, Bill or Dick has not
left the taps running.

wet snow; that it is not crisp, dry
and invigorating; that it makes us
sneeze and mispronounce words. We

could, but we will not, because it is
darn fine snow, if the remainder of
those restive elements would refrain
from butting in.
Under the above circumstances, the

test place for the snow is where
the pictures accompanying these
ramblings show it—on the mountains.
It has snowed heavily in the hills this
winter, and on clear mornings we can

enjoy the spectacle of snow in all
its glory—without wetting our feet.
Only a mile or so away, the hills are

covered with a white shroud: the
snow lies deep in the valleys and
crevices, and the deer and goat are
seeking lower levels. So far (touch
wood, you big lubber), in the heart

of our townsite we have been immune, and from our comfortable
perch have watched the beautiful
snow falling on the hills, almost a
stone’s throw away. It’s a case with
us of having our cake and eating it

But this issue is not yet in the
hands of the reader — and there a3re

potent possibilities in the first and
second half of January. And if our
streets are a white blanket when this

issue is delivered on your door step,
our opinion is still the same.

The place for the snow is up (high
up) in the hills.
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Public School Plays Highly
Successful

One of the interesting features of the recent Public School plays was the
Athletic Drill performed by one of the senior classes. The boys are seen
here forming the letters of the Powell River Public School with their staves.

MONG the outstanding entertainments of Powell River’s

\ Yuletide season this year

tribute to the comprehensive coaching

and training which each member of
the teaching staff lavished on their

were the series of playlets performed

respective classes.

in Dwight Hall by the children of
the Brooks and Henderson Schools.

It would be difhcult to single out
an outstanding feature on the pro-

Unquestionably they represent the

YTaly.

high water mark of excellence in

ferent to offer—a dance, a drill, a

local public school entertainments.
Fourteen numbers, in which children
of every class from the tiny tots to
entrance class pupils were represented, combined to provide variety,

Christmas sketch, pantomine — and
each contributed an equal share to a
well-balanced, picturesque and inter-

interest and beauty.

Christmas pan-

of an unusually high order of excel-

tomines, garland and folk dancing,
Christmas drills, songs, recitations
followed each other without hitch or

lence and provided an adequate back-

Each class had something dif-

esting program.
The staging and scenic effects were

eround for a consistently excellent
program.

confusion. ‘The ease and confidence

It is a pleasure to congratulate the

with which the children of all ages
romped through their parts was a

pupils and staff of the Brooks and

It spoke of lengthy
and careful rehearsals and is a just
pleasant surprise.

Henderson schools on the calibre of
the entertainment placed before the
public of Powell River this year.
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At the Paper Makers’ Ball
LL roads led to Dwight Hall
2

around the hall, including a glimpse
of ourself and Al Hansen, brought us
into speedy agreement with Vic.

the Paper Makers provided

their “Annual Whoopee Party. The
attendance was less than last year,
but even so, nearly a thousand people
were in the hall when the band struck

up Auld Lang Syne” at midnight.

Bill Hutchison’s beaming, expansive smile grows “beamier’’ and more

expansive each year; his uncanny
stamina is more than ever a source

of wonderment. As the morning
hours approached and the rest of us
were sighing, grunting, or groaning,
and ecstatically anticipating the mo-

ment when we could remove our
shoes, Bill Was prancing blithely
around the hall with partner after
Bill Parkin dropped in during the
afternoon. “Won't wish you a happy

partner—his beaming, expansive smile
“beamier” and more expansive.

New Year yet, Ill see you at the
dance, was. his. optimistic greeting.
We never saw him once —at least
we don’t seem to recollect it — just

a minute, maybe that was you we
passed up:on:the stairs, Bill. You
never. passed..up.anything? Well, it
must have been someone else. We
distinctly remember passing it.

Al Hatch dropped in the other day
to inform us he was going to take
another whirl at the “rasslin’’ game.

“What’s all this I hear about a

After watching a recent exhibition in
Vancouver, Al walked very thought-

depression?” gurgled Vic Price, as we

fully homeward, flecking the old

approached his novelty hat stall.
“Have one of our latest imported

biceps and gulping deep draughts of

Malaspina ozone. The exhibition

creations—they'd cure anything, in-

didn’t impress Al as the most spec-

cluding depression.” One glance

tacular he had seen.
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Al has kept in good trim since he
quit the game and if he is anything
like the old-timer that burned up the

that the Chicago police let the shade

Pacific Coast a decade ago, some one
is due for a surprise. Age 1s appar-

weeks.

of Lucretia Borgia and big brother
Cesare loose in gangland for a few
The shade would be plenty,

Reggie.

ently not as potent a factor in the
mat pastime as in other manly exer-

cises and Al feels he can get back
into reasonable shape in a few months.

It may be remembered that Al, in his
heyday, won the 145, 158 and 175pound Canadian championship — all
in one evening and himself stripping
at 145 pounds.

And if Mr. Gandhi imagines he
has a monopoly on the open air garment for men, we suggest he make a
pilgrimage to Powell River and look
over the costumes some of the boys
wear on graveyard shifts... No names
are mentioned, or even suggested,

men — but we believe the old boy
would receive an eye opener, eh?

We haven't heard much talk about

New Year resolutions around the
ofiice.

We have received considerable
comment from different sources on
our frank exposure of possibilities
that may arise in connection with the
juvenile court in Powell River. ()ne
paper maker has asked us if the absence ot a wife from the home 2fter

9.00 p.m. 1s indictable under the
juvenile court laws.

Another of the ladies has propounded the same problem with respect to a missing husband.
We preferred these requests to the
magistrate for a ruling. And as we
go to press, we havn't got it.

However, we have noticed the

increasing tendency among the boys
to sneer at factory-made cigarettes.

A few months ago, the boys would
drop in this office with the remark:
“How're yer cigarettes; kid?””
Today the truculence has left their
voice as they timidly stammer:
“How's chances of rolling one, old |
man?

Anybody that wants a smoke
around this office these days has to

be able to roll

W here Indeed?

Ikey: “The other day I vas told

there ain't no hell.”

Moses: “Are you crazy? Of course
there’s a hell.”

Reg. Baker has been doing a lot of
classical reading lately, with special
attention to Italian history. One suggestion arising from his researches is

Ikey: “I tell you there ain’t.”
Moses: “Dere must be a hell, Ikey,
else where has all the business gone

to?
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Just Checking Up
Sambo was hired out on a railroad

gang. At the close of the first shift
he was all tired out, and sought the
hoss.

The kindly old lady who was visiting the penitentiary looked in upon
a melancholy convict who sat on his
bunk with his head in his hands.

“And why are you here, my poor

down on that payroll?”

man?’ she inquired.
The convict raised mournful eyes.

“Sure,” said the boss. “Here's your
name-—Sambo Simpson. That right?”

he said simply.

“Mister, yo’ sho’. you all got me

“Yes, suh,” replied Sambo. “Ah
jus’ thought you might have me down
as Samson.

“They've got all the doors locked,”
—PDeschutes Pine Echoes.

Willie: “Paw, what does it mean

For pure bulldog tenacity we point
to the Foshay jury in Minneapolis in
which eleven determined men _ held

when they take somebody for a ride?

out against one stubborn woman and

What kind of a ride?”
Paw: “Just a little slay-ride, son.”
Recently an old negro, who claimed

to be “having symptoms,” sought
some medicine to make him feel
better. As usual, Mr. McPherson
plied him with questions. Among
other rather personal queries, he said:

“And how are your kidneys, Uncle

finally succeeded in forcing a disagreement.

In Chicago High Society
The Martelli mob threw a party
last week in Sammy Winberg’s night
club. The party was later identified

as Wang Gurtana, former slot machine operator.
—eschutes Pine Echoes.

Reubin?”’

“Well, Doc, dey is all grown up
now and some of ’em is married.”

On the door of our room at a2
certain hotel recently we found this
parting admonition: “Have you left

A Kansas City schoolboy has mar-

anything?” After paying our bill

ried his forty-five-year-old teacher.
He'll learn.

we are convinced that it should have

read: “Have you anything left?”
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Powell River Children

3. Herbert Hird.
1. Joice Marween Lloyd.
2. Gordon and Patsy Garrett.
4. Joyce Russell.
5. Jack Aylward Mooney.
6. Billy Montgomery.
7. Mona, Joyce and Jean Hopkins.
8. Norene and Wilma Vincent.
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Lois River Project Completed
im 1937

The terminus of the Powell River Company’s recent hydro-electric development at Lots River. In the foreground a spic aud span power house fronts
the seashore, in the background the huge 315-foot surge tank commands a
complete view of the mountains of Vancouver Island and the numerous little
istands of the Gulf of Georgia.

UTSTAN DING in the

comed a new era in Powell River's

industrial life of Powell

hydro-electric history.
But all this now belongs to history.

River and District during
1931 was the completion of the company's big hydro-electric development.

The initial stage of the projected
44,000 h.p development of Lois
River is a reality. ‘The power from

chafing impatiently behind the newly-

Stillwater hums daily over the hightension wires, stretched for thirteen

marching orders. The road was open;
the long line of wood stave, concrete

miles across the old stamping ground

and steel penstocks had been installed:

eagerly awaited this opening trial of
strength; inside the spic-and-span

vigorous propelling force stands behind the production of Powell River
newsprint.
The development of an industrial

power-house the business-like drone of

power site in this once famous logging

On March last, the waters of Lois,

erected dam, received their initial

the gigantic 315-foot surge tank

the big 22,000 h.p generator wel--

of the logger. A greater and more

area was a project of wide-spread
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View of the Lois River penstock line as it
leaves the 5,800-foot tunnel on the last

lap to the power house at Stillwater.
The surge tank is again seen in the
background.

bored through a solid rock wall, to
follow, within a hair’s breadth, a line
plotted long before with pencil and
paper. There was the pride of the
architect in watching the white outlines of the Stillwater power-house
assuming their preconceived form as
the days passed. There was the delight of the engineer in watching his
plans attain fruition as the big surge

tank reared its full height far above
the blue waters, snow-topped moun-

tains, and evergreen-clad islets of
interest.

To our officials and er

gineers, who conceived and prepared

the plans, who scrupulously worked
these out in detail, who spent many
weary days and nights in eliminating
possible errors, checking plans or preparing new ones to meet an unknown
or unforeseen exigency, the construc-

tion work was of daily interest and
anxiety. Today they look back with
pride and regret—pride in the result
of their labors, and regret that the
rushing, driving hours of daily excitement and uncertainty have been suc-

ceeded by the comparative calm of
ordinary mill operating duties. It was

a fascinating game, watching the

Malaspina Straits. There was the joy
of supervising the installation of new
and ultra-modern pieces of scientifically beautiful machinery. There was
the pleasure of bending the unconquered rocks, the formidable hills and
valleys, the unharnessed waters to the

will of modern engineering weapons
and skill; of participating in another
and historic phase of expansion to the

newsprint output of Powell River.
Busy days, anxious days, irritating
days — days of uncertainty and disappointment, days of achievement
and creation, such are the memories
of the men who planned, supervised
and developed the first hydro-electric
project at Lois River.

Others, too, non-technical men.

but interested onlookers

great 12-foot penstock slowly creep-

casual

ing along the old river bank. There

watched the steel penstocks creep
along the banks of Lois River. ‘LO

was the thrill of the creator in seeing
the 4,800-foot tunnel relentlessly

the hundreds of loggers in British
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Interior of the Lois
River power - house,

showing the 22,000
borsepower generator

now in operatio..

Provision has been
made in the power
house for installation

of a second similar

unit in the future.

Columbia who travelled up and down
the line on the old logging train, who
tossed their empty boxes of snuff into
Copenhagen Canyon, and who cut
down the great firs and cedars along
the banks of Lois River, the renova-

and passengers of the passing coastal

boat. Where formerly only the vague
outline of a tew scattered homes were

visible, the surge tank and the white
power-house at Stillwater are definite

. tion of the area is a strange spectacle.

landmarks along the coast. The surge
tank is visible for miles out at sea—a

A great 12-foot 6-inch concrete pipe
line runs across the partly-filled Co-

itor and an easy “bearing” for the

penhagen Canyon to enter a mile-long

pilot and crew.

source of interest to the passing vis-

tunnel; the towering outlines of the

Going Up!

surge tank rise to greater heights than

the most magnificent “stick” ever
iogged from the area; a few hundred

yards from the borders of the first
lake, whence came some of the finest

flag-pole timber the world has ever
seen, a dam spans the river; along the

tank the penstock line curves its
snaky way, carrying the equivalent

motive force of 22,000 champing
mustangs. All strange and bewildering, the evidence of the orderly compact march of scientifig progress after
the carefree, nomadic logging days.

A. new shore line greets the crew

How high in the air can four men,
standing on each other’s shoulders,
reach?

Depends on the distance of each
man from the ground, of course.
Exactly. Well, if any department
can find a foursome to outpoint Dick

Sandwell’s big four, Bolo Gordon,

Bill Mossman, Ned Beaton and
Frank Nello, we willingly allow them

all district altitude records. Of
course, the whole trick is to see that

Bill is at the bottom, not the top of
the air line.
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“Bridge”
By ANNE MACSWEEN

T has just dawned on me after days of careful

| reading
and re-reading that a
some special significance has been in progress
for several weeks—whist, snap dragon, old maid or

something. Why, I don’t know yet. That will

probably come to me in the dead of night some
months hence. But what I can't understand at the
moment is all the secrecy that appears to enshroud

this particular card game. The newspapers, with

remarkable ingenuity have concealed the’ true facts
of the case from a trusting public—have thrown a
cloak about the whole affair and presented it to us
in an altogether false form. At the risk of physical
Anne MacSween

affront and in desnite of actual imputations re my
mental stability, I have continued unswervingly in
my eftorts to dig out the dark secret of this nefarious
plot.

Ears bent! Those two gentlemen, Mr. Culbertson and Mr. Lenz, have
not, as has been reported, been in conference to discuss ways and means to
alleviate unemployment; they are not about to build a bridge, are not even

planning to let a contract for the building of a bridge, and certainly are not
calling for bids on a bridge, whether psychic or otherwise. They are just
playing cards. And why? I wish I knew. The poor souls make no money
out of it. Why, I doubt if they even make enough to keep four healthy people
in beetsteaks. But that’s beside the point-—they don’t play for money—the
papers saY SO. And they certainly don’t seem to get much fun out of it. |
mean, aside for exchanging the odd slap or blow, they don’t even talk much—
and what’s a card game without a good yarn. These lads can’t utter a word
without the others putting a double meaning on it! And they're so modest,

too. Just a couple of boy friends trying to get along and having a nice

friendly game of cards on the side.

And the public—bridge-playing or non-

bridge-playing, must horn in and interrupt it. These lads are good at the
business too. They don't say so, but other people do. It must be grand to
bid four no spades without a quiver, or six no finesse without having your
knees turn to water and go straight through, as Mr. Culbertson does, to make
a grand slam, a small slam, a body slam or something. He’s too reticent about

his honors, though; scoffs at the idea that skill has anything to do with it.
“Why it’s luck, sheer and simple,” says he, with his engaging schoolboy’s grin.

“At least it’s simple anyway.” And Mr. Lenz tries to hide the fact that he
knows full well the minute he says “three no spades” it means a birdie or a
three-base run at least for him.
And this suit and rubber business. That too will probably dawn on me

in my old age, but at the moment I take it they play with ordinary long

trousers and a pair of overshoes to keep them from getting cold feet. ()r
maybe the rubbers are at stake—winner gets them if they fit. But Pll puzzle
that out later.
Sorry to have exploded your faith in newspapers but I wanted you to get
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this bridge business straight. I’ve talked to some who think that Lenz is a
dentist specializing in bridgework—others that Culbertson is an expert con-

tractor, building bridges, and with all the unemployment and depression
thought it only fair to warn them that there’s no hope of work in that direction, that is in the bridge end of it—unless they want to be water boys for the
team or something. I really wouldn’t have dreamed of interfering but [I’m
interested in cards, you know (clubs is my trump card) and since no trumps
are being mentioned in the news reports, I thought instead of passing it up
I'd show my hand.

Paper Makers’ Annual Ball
For eighteen consecutive years, the
Paper Makers’ Ball has been the great
social classic of the New Year season

in Powell River. This year’s frolic
was in keeping with the many splen-

did entertainments that the paper
makers have covered during their
eighteen years of practical experience
in the business of promoting joy and
enthusiasm.

For many reasons it was expected
the attendance at the 1931-32 classic

would be considerably less than in
other years. While, the high-water
mark of last year was not passed,
there were well over 1100 people in
Dwight Hall when the midnight hour

to attend the paper makers’ pageant
of color and whoopee missed an interesting, colorful and enjoyable evening s entertainment.
It is a real pleasure to congratulate
Mr. Bill Hutchison on his appearance

on this year’s committee. Biull has
heen a member of this dance committee for eighteen years without a break.

He assisted in the arrangements for
the first big party in 1913 and as we
have suggested elsewhere, he will
probably be leading the way at the
Paper Makers’ Ball when the rest of
us have discarded our dancing shoes
in favor of the fireside slipper.

struck. And the midnight hour of
December 31st is never distinguished

by dullness, apathy or lack of spontaneity. The crowd may have been
slightly less, but certainly the volume

of vocal outbursts was no whit in-

ferior to any similar performance 1n
OUT MEMOry. The music was excellent, the refreshments good, the stage
decorations were designed and set up

Willie had been naughty and had
been sent to bed by his mother withOut any supper. He was naturally

aggrieved at the feminine sex and
tumbled hetween the sheets without
4 word.

Willie,” she said, “say your
prayers.
TL won't.”

with their accustomed skill and at-

“Don’t you want to go to heaven?”

tractiveness, everybody appeared in
high spirits. On the whole, we are
inclined to think that those who failed

men has got to stick together these

“Nah, I'm going with papa. Us
days.”
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Calcutta----A Few Impressions
By Hubert Kyle

View of the Ganges River, along which masses of India’s teeming population
live.

Here they are washing their clothes and themselves in the sacred
Matters.

O attempt to fully describe

one or two reasonably clean carriages

one’s impressions of India, or

-—reasonably as reasonable goes in the

indeed, of any one part of

India, in the space allotted, would be
an impossible task. At the request of
the editor I have endeavored, however, to set down the general impres-

sion one receives by a visit to that
teeming capital on the Hooglie —
C‘alcutta.

I have made no attempt to
probe the so-called eastern mentality
or to present my own personal opin-

ion of the much vexed Indian question. The following is a brief outline
of my first visit to Calcutta—a typical
tourist's town.

When we left the Calcutta-Ran-

east—and on one of these we proceeded on our initial jaunt about the
Indian capital.

As we proceeded along at a jog
trot past the Eton Gardens, with its
high banyan trees, we were greatly
impressed by the general appearance
of the main roads which surround the
Park or Maidan, as it is called there.
Everything seemed to be kept in good
condition — fine lawns — driveways.

Even the fences were white and always appeared clean and_ freshly
painted. Beautiful trees border the

goon Mail ship, on which we had tra-

neat, well-trimmed driveways, where
the Sahibs with their Memsahibs en-

versed the sluggish waters of the

joy their daily relaxation in the cool

Hooglie, we immediately found ourselves surrounded by gesticulating,
chattering “ghari wallas.”’ We were
lucky enough to have the choice of

of the evening.
An endless stream of limousines.
taxis and private horse carriages are
to he seen here between the hours of
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One of the famous
and most ptcturesque thoroughfares

of Calcutta is the
King’s Road, shown
above.

5 o'clock and 6 p.m ()n the one side

the Hooglie River sending back the
reflection of the setting sun; on the

not complete unless one takes in the
native temples, where the medley of
clashing cymbals, the deep notes of

other the lovely trees and green,
rigorously nurtured lawns. All this
within a few hundred yards of the

spasmodic gongs and the monotonous

over-congested jumble of business
ofhces and the native section of Cal-

A short ride in a modern street car

cutta, with its odoriferous native

Hindu temple owned by a Brahmin

houses, packed together like sardines,

and dusty, narrow streets where the

who has accumulated a huge fortune
from donations and money offerings

noisy, gesticulating natives, oxen,

destined for the temple gods. The

sheep and goat stroll together in the
strange harmony of the east.

temple is situated on a huge acreage

In my school days I had always
been fascinated by the terrible story
of the Black Hole of Calcutta. ()ne
of my requests was information as to
the whereabouts of that spot where
Surajah Dowhla had perpetrated the
great crime which still lives on the
pages of history. We were driven to
the spot only to discover that a building had been erected on the original
location.

the outside of this was

engraved the grim details of the fam-

ous massacre — which was amply
avenged by Clive in his great victory
at Plassey.

A sightseeing trip in Calcutta ‘is

chanting of the worshippers cast a
weird spell over the curious onlooker.

and we are at the Kali Ghat — a

of land and contains booths where
flowers, fruit and images are sold.
The purchasers propitate the vigilant gods with this holy nourishment.
The loud, impressive voice of a priest
penetrates from the inner temple. He
teaches the beauties and mysteries of

the “Ehagavata,’ as the slaying of
goats as blood offerings to the goddess

Kali continues throughout the day.
Below the sacred precincts of the
temple are the bathing pools where
the pilgrims lave dusty bodies and
cleanse their garments. before entering the house ‘of’ worship: « Here one
also sees the Burning Ghat where the

dead are cremated and the ° ashes
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Typical group of Indians. Clothing is an un-

important factor in their
lives, and baby carriages

for children are almost
unknown luxuries.

afterwards thrown into the Holy

in long .rows and uniquely enough,

Ganges.

each booth, instead of specializing in
different species of merchandise, all
sell the same product.
Here is competition of a strenuous
order. Down one row on either side

The Brahmins as members of the
educated class are the ruling caste and

although in minority, exercise a
powerful influence over members of
other castes. Outside the pale of all
castes, outside the realm of considera-

tion and even of mercy, relegated to

a life of scorn and servility are the
Untouchables. Fducation was at one
time even denied to them. They may

are the fruit and vegetable booth, all
shouting for your inspection of their

wares. The news’ spreads around
that a sahib who looks untamiuliar
with the market 1s making the rounds.

At the end of your shopping expedi-

not even enter a temple to pray.
Some are not permitted to beg or
approach a member of any other

tion, no matter whether you are

caste, or build houses for themselves.
They are indeed Untouchables.

walla. If you have ‘struck a good

To one not acquainted with their
methods of bargaining, the native
Bazaar in Calcutta is a veritable
thieves’ market. One is met at the
entrance to the Bazaar by a host of
small boys all carrying baskets and
all clamoring to carry your purchases.

As they are in the pay of several of
the owners of booths there is much
hghting and angry talk before one at-

taches himself to you. He attaches

himself whether you like it or not.
A great army of booths are laid out

pleased with your bargaining, never
imagine you ever hoodwink a Bazaar
bargain and depart, smugly satisfied
with your western bargaining instinct,
just stop to examine your purchases
in the basket of your carrier.

It they are intact, then you have
seen a miracle.

“Doctor, will you allow my husband to have beer after supper?”
“Why?”

“Since you said he was not to drink
beer after supper, he won't have his
supper at all.”
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By CASUAL OBSERVER
ORTHY successor to the Armistice Concert, which easily stood the
test of repetition, was the performance by the public school kiddies
a few days before Christmas. They made a splendid showing, and
excited much favorable comment, even the rail birds discussing it at their
noon hour session next day. The observer, as was doubtless the case with
many others. was in duty bound to attend, and was quite prepared to be
thoroughly bored, but, on the contrary, dropped into a highly enjoyable evenIng. Together with the kiddies themselves, every credit is due to the teaching
staff, for their undoubted patience and originality.
Another year—why not a Christmas pantomime?

We haven't heard of many New Year resolutions as yet. Many of the
gang are blaming hard times for their entry into the blue ribbon brigade,
which in some cases, was very temporary indeed. We did hear that Bob
Southcott had resolved to take singing lessons, and Pat Kelly and Andy Leiper
were contemplating a correspondence course in lawn bowling. Bill McLeod
and Oscar Smith have taken a little side bet as to which will be the most
regular attender in church during the coming twelve months, whilst one or two
others, whom we politely refrain from mentioning, have apparently resolved
to cease shaving, at least partially. Taken all round, resolutions invariably
run true to form, and have a very brief existence.
—

An excellent suggestion was made during one of the dinner hour siestas.
Why not hold an annual open bridge tournament in Powell River? Practically
everyone in the community plays bridge, or think they do, the great majority
playing in cliques, and meeting no opposition outside their own select circle.

Each little section contains a few who consistently hold better cards, and

consequently win more rubbers than the rest, and it would be very interesting
to see how they would stack up against real opposition.

The matter could be arranged without much difhculty, and would, or

should, arouse general interest. Partners could enter, and play a specified
number of rubbers against drawn opponents, the slaughter continuing on the

elimination system, until only the very fittest survived. They would then

have some excuse for throwing out their chests, and could even be privileged
to challenge Culbertson and Lenz,
The bait is offered, and we hope some enterprising citizen grabs it, hook,
line and sinker.
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Flume Logging In B.C.
By Arthur Longstaff

The flume passing

high through the

centre of the great

spruce timbers. The
logs make the journey over the 14-mile
stretch in about two
hours.

N_ British Columbia, the wide
diversity of climate and topo-

logging is seen at Lumberton in the

graphical conditions necessitates

interior of British Columbia, a few

the employment of several different

miles west of Cranbrook. The spruce
limits in this area have contributed ari
important share in the development of
the district. In the beginning, logging
operations were naturally confined to
the timber lying immediately adjacent
to the Moyie River, and this involved
no outstanding difhculties for the op-

logging methods.

The logs are moved sometimes by

light lines, by locies, by dry chutes
and sometimes by flume, dependent
on the topography of the country and
the easy or difficult access of a water
supply.

A very interesting example of flume

On this page I hope to describe
briefly one of the methods of trans-

erator.

porting logs from the woods — a

stands of spruce timber, stretching for

method used in hilly districts, where
the construction of logging roads is
economically and practically impossi-

fifteen to twenty miles up the river,
presented a more difhcult problem.
It was then that construction was

ble.

started on the largest flume in British

At a later date, however, the big
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View of the log shute
at one of our interior
sawmills. This flume

was built through

mountains for a dis-

tance of fourteen
miles and is one of
the highest on tbe
continent.

Columbia, and probably one of the

crosses a marsh on a ttrestle one hun-

largest in the west.

dred and ten feet high; it also passes
through two tunnels in its passage.

A road was built through the
mountains for fourteen miles, and the
machinery for a portable mill hauled
up to No. 1 Camp. A start was made

by sawing the plank to build the
biggest flume in British Columbia.
While the planks were being cut, the
creek at the camp site was dammed

up, and after a portion of the flume
was built, this water was turned into
the completed section of the flume and

the planks floated down to build the
next section. In this way the flume
was constructed until it reached the
log pond. The logs take about two
hours to make the fourteen-mile jourNey.

A. telephone wire runs along the
flume, and the flume walkers are pro-

vided with portable telephones. In
the event of the logs piling up in the
flume, with the danger of a washout
through water piling over the side of
the flume and washing away the supports, the patrolman can telephone to
the camp to shut off the water, or ask
for assistance. At one place the flume

()n one occasion a movie company came up on location. Their
stunt men, however, balked at the
delicate job of riding logs down the
flume, so the local lumberjacks took
over and showed them how to make

a quick trip from camp to the pond.
Some day, perhaps, when ‘the cut
is completed, the flume will be used
to wash the remains of the once rock
placer fields here. A local prospector
told me that a peculiarity of the three
creeks, crossed by the flume, is that

one produces flake gold, the next
coarse grain gold, and only nuggets

are taken from the third creek. [
don't know if this is correct or not.

The Palmer Bar, an alluvial bench

that runs from the log pond up the
hillside, is commonly credited with
having furnished the original finders
with a cupful of gold per man every
day. This gold was all discovered
within two feet of the surface—no
gold having been then found at a
depth.
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Golf Notes
EASONAL competitions are
now approaching the half-

Our Local Artists
OYMBINING the characteris-

way mark. As the New

tics of the temperamental
artist and the keen sports-

Year slips over the threshold of local

man, interspersed with a dash of

golfdom, the winners of the mixed

Brummelism, Sam Chambers requires

two ball and the men’s foursome have

been decided: the ladies two ball is

no introduction
to Powell River

in the penultimate stage and the

readers. For the

men’s two ball nearing the semi-finals.

past eight years,
Sammy has been

There has been practically no hold-

up on account of weather and all
competitions have proceeded to schedule

This year mixed two ball champions

are Mrs. R. C. MacKenzie and Jack
Morris, who defeated Mr. and Mrs.

Wendell Murray 3-2 in the final
stage.

conspicuous at
public and private “musicales”
and concerts. He

is a popular

soloist and his
services have

The men’s four ball saw some

stiff competition, with that strong
pair, Steve Brynjolfson and Jock
Kyles winning in the final round from

gatherings; at social and community
concerts and entertainments. In the

Henry and Dewhurst. This is the

Annual Armistice Concert and at

first occasion on which Steve has had

annual reunions ot local ex-service

his name engraved on the four ball
cup. Jock Kyles has been shooting
spectacular golf this season and is
now among the three low handicap
men of the club. The ladies two hall

men, Sam has been a_ prominent
fgure. Whenever the exigencies of

has reached the semi-final stage, with
Mrs. G. Schuler and Mrs. J. R. MacIntyre opposed to Mrs. G. Heighway

shift work have permitted, no request
for assistance has passed unheeded by

Sammy. His services have always
been cheerfully accorded and have
contributed to many _ entertaining

and Mrs F. Flett Both teams have

evenings in Powell River and district.
As a man about town Sam has ac-

played consistent golf and weathered
‘strong opposition in their march to the

quired some little reputation as a

semi-finals.

Beau Brummel. His design and choice
in cravats is followed closely by those
aspiring to sartorial honors.

It is expected the two new holes
will be in shape for competition in
the spring. What a route march it
will be, hiking down No. 5 and 6

whom have been distinguished by
their community spirit and willing

company!

co-operation, Sam Chambers occupies
a.prominent and well-deserved niche.

fairways with a _ sou’ easter for

Among our local artists, all of
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Soccer Notes
N the senior ranks, the veterans

still continue to dominate the

spotlight. In the Callies,
Tommy Lucas has been outstanding
this year as a consistent goal-scorer.

Jock Munro, Mortimer and Russell
are other well-known round hall ex-

For the Rangers, Johnny Streight
is still the same hard-working, clever

tactician. Albert Casey has all the
makings of a first-class custodian.
Frank Brandolini looks like one of the

best bets yet developed in junior
soccer, and will probably be an outstanding star in a few years.

ponents who are keeping the Scots in
the running this year.

Rex Ingram, at fullback for Cranberry, is playing a useful, hard-work-

Billy Chapman is another veteran in local
soccer ranks who is

ing and consistent game this season.

going as strong as

scotty Law, Burton and Robertson
have played steadily all season and

are towers of strength for the suburbanites.

For the Wanderers, Red Brand,
Roy Harper and Arthur Button have
been outstanding. Brand particularly

For Westview, Jimmy Dunlop and

is a nippy, aggressive and clever inside

Hughie Cairney, those two sturdy

forward. This lad has the makings of
a star, and opposing defences are in

warhorses, are as good as ever and
are ‘the key points in the Ranchers’

offensive and defensive play. Andy

for plenty of trouble when he goes
into action.

Cramb, ex-junior, has definitely established his place at left half, and Don-

nelly in goal is turning in a steady!
series of consistent performances.

In the junior ranks, several lads
are showing remarkable promise. Joe

Small, at centre half for the Rovers,
is right for senior company. In his

recent trial with the Callies, he
turned in a smart and workmanlike performance. Bobby Redhead,

to whom all branches of sport appear
equally easy, has given some spectacular exhibitions this year.

Dec. 2—To Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Grafton,
a boy.

2—-To Mr. and Mrs. John Ciprick, a boy.
3-_~To Mr. and Mrs. John Pellegrini, a boy.
16—To Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Powell, a girl.
19—-To Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Olson, a
boy.

20—To Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Standahl, a

a girl.
30-—To Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Milroy, a girl.

Close up view of the Powell River time office during a
change of shifts. This office is the bee hive of the townsite

as the men pass in and out to and from the divergent
departments of the plant.
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One of the picturesque spots of Powell River, the public
gardens adjacent to the director’s house, covered in the
mantle of winter.
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Our Cover Page
NE of the bright spots in the local recreative calendar in the past
three years has been the growth and expansion of sporting activities
among our juniors. Baseball, basketball and soccer now have their
regular junior leagues, and the youngsters are displaying excellent form in
every department. The senior squads each year are taking up the outstanding
stars in the junior ranks.

On our cover page we show a critical moment in a recent junior soccer
match. Jack Matheson, lanky basketball and soccer star, is defending his
citadel against the onslaughts of Bobby Redhead and his colleagues. Jack
has just been caught by the cameraman as he heads the sphere out of danger.
Bobby Redhead, outstanding all-round athletic star, crouches nearby, watch-

ing for the bounce. Jack Matheson was a member of the local Moose
hoopsters, who last year swept the provincial senior B hoop board clear of
all opposition; he has strong possibilities as a future roundball star.

Junior sport in Powell River is forging ahead—and all credit to the boys
and their coaches, managers and trainers for the exhibitions they have given
and are continuing to give to us.
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Reviewing Our 1931 Safety
Calendar
ments, notably, by the Log Pond,
Mr. Fraxk Nello,

Powell River

Company safety
engineer, gives

in this article

some suggestions

Planing Mull, Pipe Fitters and Window Cleaners. It is gratifying to report that for the entire twelve months

not a single lost-time accident was
recorded against an individual in any
of these departments. This is a record

to avoid acci-

of which the departments are justly

dents.

proud and one that reflects the highest

credit on the combined safe thinking
of the individual foreman and _ his
CTEW.,

HE opening months of the
New Year are the recapitu*

lation months in our business

and industrial world. Then it is that
governments, corporations, corner
grocers and peanut vendors take stock

ot their assets and liabilities for the
past year. The business leaders review

their battalions, check their losses,
count their reserves and, on the ex-

perience of the past, map out the
forthcoming campaign.

Equally imposing is the impressive
contribution of the crews of three and
four machines to the accident prevention scales. Only one lost-time acci-

dent occurred on these machines
throughout the year. Working three
shifts daily, this achievement is elo-

quent testimony to the manner -in
which these crews have observed and

taken advantage of safety regulations
and equipment.

The key figures in the safety

In this outline, our safety engineer
enters the recapitulation field. He revives the victories and defeats of the

engineers report,

Powell River Accident Prevention

exceedingly interesting. Their signifcance will be quickly grasped.
What have been the principle con-

campaign in the operations of 1931.
His summary, carefully and painstakingly compiled, will merit close scrutiny and provide several salutary lessons for the prevention of accidents
in our plant during the current year.
Outstanding in the safety engineer’s

however,

centre

around the causes of the difterent
accidents in 1931. The figures are

tributing factors in our

accident

heures for 1931?
Here are some of them:

Iwenty per cent of accidents were
due to slipping.

report is the highly creditable display

Twenty per cent were caused by

of safe workmanship in several depart-

employees dropping various objects,
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Dropping a heavy block of wood on bis
toe has apparently few worries for Bill
Howe, judging by his smile.

He is wear-

ing special safety shoes, which greatly
eliminate accidents due to falling material.

Dropping blocks of wood, lumber,
rocks, etc., has made sérious inroads

in our accident prevention record.
Supervision, guarding and continuous

safety talks will not always prevent
a man from dropping things. The engineer’s suggestion that these accidents

can be greatly minimized by wearing
regular safety boots (purchased at our
iocal store) is one worth the earnest
consideration of every employee.

blocks of wood, pieces of iron, etc.
Six per cent are injuries caused by
picaroons.

Five per cent were sprains in
shoulders, arms and ankles.
What does the table mean?

Picaroon accidents, owing to the
peculiar nature of the work in certain departments, are always possible,
but in the majority of cases the human
element has been an important factor.

Making certain that the handles of
your picaroon is in good shape and

That over fifty per cent of the acct-

keeping the point sharpened are con-

dents in our plant in 1931 are due

tributary factors in prevention of ac-

directly to conditions over which the
human element has control.

cidents.

Slipping accidents are largely pre-

Sprains to various portions of the
body have loomed largely in our acct-

ventable. They are not necessarily

dent figures. Here again, “the right

due to carelessness, but sensible pre-

and wrong way enters the equation.
No foreman expects a man to carry
more than a reasonable weight. If a

cautions will do much to eliminate
them. Wearing rubber boots on wet
concrete floors creates a potential
hazard to the worker, however conscientious. The safety engineer’s advice to employees working under such
conditions is to have rubber heels removed, to keep his particular “beat”’

substance is too heavy, ask for assistance before running the risk of strain
to yourself. Bending the knee as you

lift is another suggestion that will
be helpful.

Our accident record in 1931 has

clean and free from oil or other ob-

shown an improvement over the pre-

stacles that may cause slipping.

vious year. One reason lies in the
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How the company protects

machinery which may
cause bazard to the embloyee. Here is one of the
screen-covered wheels be-

low the machine room.
This is subsidiary equipment, but every possible
mechanical protection has
been installed to eliminate
accidents.

extension of the idea of safe workmanship among local employees. Five

years ago, for example, infections
weighed heavily in the accident roll.
Last year, over 2,400 cases of minor

pain and discomfort. A large and unnecessary expense is the time and
money spent on accidents. This is one
general economy we can all carry out
in 1932 —the reduction and elimina-

cuts, abrasions, etc., were reported to
the first aid room. Out of this number
only four cases of infection resulted,

tion of accidents in our plant.

and two of these were not reported

war has caused many former sharpshooters in Powell River hours of figuring as to their probable roles in the
mix-up. From an unofficial canvass
of 100 “old sweats’ we have discovered that 95 are preparing to apply

until more than twenty-four hours
later.

The 1931 accident chart demonstrates two things. First, that a better
and more considerate attention to
safety equipment and regulations is
present throughout the plant. And,
secondly, that a big proportion of our
accidents are due to causes which,

The possibility of another world

for quartermaster-sergeants’ jobs. Two

decided they would “accept” a paymasters position; two declared for
permanent orderly-room fatigue; the

with reasonable precaution and forethought, may be easily avoided.

last man was a fighter, volunteering to
take charge of supplies at the base.

In the current year we are facing
many uncertain and, to an extent,

Bill Roberts claims he can take a
Vickers machine gun to pieces and

unknown problems. Economy and retrenchment is being practised through-

reassemble it, blindfolded. What about

out the world of industry. Accidents
pay no dividends — except those of

the left inner side plate, Billie? Does
that stay in or come out?”

that “recess in the prolongation of
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Publication of Digester’
Suspended with Current
Issue
In order to meet the continued severity of
competition in all markets and to operate at
a reasonable capacity and give regular em-

ployment to the greatest number of our
employees, it is essential that further drastic
economies he effected where this can be done

without interference with the quality of our
product and the proper maintenance of the
Company's properties.

In pursuance of this policy, we have
reluctantly decided to suspend the publication ot Tur DIGESTER with this issue.
Publication will be resumed when justified
by improved economic conditions.

General Manager.
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Unique view of a
bortion of Powell

River townsite taken

during a recent

snowfall. Snow has
fallen spasmodically

this year, but bas
never remained more

than a few days at a
stretch.

We've Had Our Snow—Ferhaps !
+

HE accepted and traditional
course of winter's passage, ex-

ail perts inform us, has been
sadly disrupted this year.

In those

We have awakened to discover the
ground covered in a white mantle.
Two nights later we retire again to
rise in a pouring rainstorm, and all

hitherto snowbound regions of the
east the sun shines brightly, flowers

traces of snow obliterated. A few
days pass. We repeat the retiring

bloom, the poppy and the pansy

PIOCess.

wiggle their heads; these great icy
regions have been less icy than in
other years. The proverbial polar
east, if we believe newspaper reports,
has practically sweltered all winter.

This time there is frost on
the ground. Too cold to snow, the
experts brightly inform us. Comes
the dawn with the lovely, soft snow
flakes falling about us.

dels. Many centres along the coast

This little game has been going on
steadily for over a month. A couple
of days of snow, a howling sou easter
springs up, the snow disappears. Iwo
days of wind and rain, and our whitewhiskered friend is back with us. We
have had frost, wind, rain, snow and

have this year perforce welcomed the
advent of snow—centres that have al-

sunshine, each following the other.
None had time to dig in; each ap-

most forgotten such material is still

peared to be holding the line

The forces of the snow battalions
have altered their tactics.

Executing
a few surprise manoeuvres, they have

indulged in several sorties into our
usually impregnable Pacific Coast cita-

mixed by the weather gods.

In Powell River we have already
more or less enjoyed four or five distinct and separate snipings from the
snow ftorces. We have gone to bed
at night with a soft, mild wind sweep-

ing cosily across our little village.

but always these attacking forces
were strong.

As we write, we have had one day
of rain, followed by a ten-hour snowfall, and the latter succeeded by two
days of frost and sunshine.

It looks like snow today!
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The Chemistry Laboratory
In recent years the co-operation, in

the paper-making industry, of the

innumerable daily tasks connected
with the ordinary plant operation that

technical and practical staffs has become intensified. On the Pacific Coast

must be carried out. Samples of
groundwood and sulphite pulp, of

the technical men of the pulp and

finished newsprint, must’ be carefully
tested throughout the day. Every roll

paper industry hold regular communtcations, at which problems peculiar to
the industry are discussed and studied.

of newsprint passing through the
seven paper machines is subject to
rigid examination and test in the lab-

oratory. A tremendous number of
Mr. Harry Andrews, Powell
River Company

plant chemist,

whose department is continuually engaged in
research and ex-

periment to
maintain and
improve the

quality of Powell River newsprint.

necessary routine duties in every part

of the mill keep a portion of the staft
fully occupied.

The application of scientific study
to the various problems of the newsprint manufacturer—improvement in

color and texture of the sheet—the
removal of impurities, the constant
research and original experiments carried out, render, the chemistry depart-

ment a big factor in the production
of Powell River newsprint. The work

Everywhere the scientific study ot
basic problems is coming to the aid of

the practical operator. Research investigation and experimentation are
being applied with the object of eliminating every possible defect—and im-

proving the quality of the newsprint

is carried out on an extensive scale in

the Powell River laboratories. Mr.
Harry Andrews and his staff are leaving no stone unturned in their efforts
to maintain and enhance the recognized quality of our newsprint in the
world’s markets.

sheet.

In Powell River the Chemistry
Laboratory, under the direction of Mr.

Harry Andrews, plant chemist, has
exercised and is continuing to exercise
an important role in the production of

Powell River newsprint.

The laboratory staff have a busy
schedule to carry out. There are the

A retail dealer wrote a firm ordering a carload of merchandise. The
firm wired:

“Cannot ship order until last consignment is paid for.”

The dealer telegraphed: “Unable
to wait so long.

Cancel the order.”
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:

HIS game of badminton appears to be raising general

have equally salutary effects on his
CaMe.

havoc about the plant. We

hear that Doug. Gowdie, usually one
of the mildest-mannered gunmen that
ever used a stiletto in the dark, has

worked up quite a creditable lather
over his inability to control the activities of the shuttle. Doug. has been

heard to mutter a few remarks—not
always inaudible—scarcely in keeping
with the character of a dignified gun-

Kenny Smith has developed the
Garbo swerve, which from all accounts puts plenty of stuff on the
shuttle.

One of those dreamy sort of
lobs, loaded with T.N.T. as they come
closer.

Bill Mossman is reported to

have a haggis touch to his drive—the

kind that drives all opposition away.

LllidIl.

And Jim MacIndo, with that
wicked left-hand swipe of his, has cut
some wicked gashes in the atmosphere.

We have heard that the ladies retire
out of earshot and the gentlemen out
of shuttle-shot when Jim puts on his
little act.

During the little freeze-up this
month Bill McLeod was dashing
around in great perturbation. Jim
MaclIndo and his Austin came to work

without chains. Bill was trying to
help out by borrowing a pair of skates

to take friend Austin home.

Bolo Gordon, we further hear from
our spies, is patenting a special rectther on his aerial set, which he claims

We have often wondered just how
Jack Richardson manages to keep so

well on the inside track with our
stenographers. We were darn sure

will eliminate all irregularities in

it wasn't his speed or his steam plant

flight. Bolo figures this device worked

nonchalance.

on No. 7 machine—and it should

We discovered the secret last week.
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Entering the post offce we ran across
Jack in close and intimative conver-

sation with one of our dainty key
Cappers.

Sez we to said key tapper: “What
do all you girls see in that bird any-

way.
“Ah,” smiled the lassie sweetly,
“this boy has the heat.”

Clarence Raby was another machine-room representative on the steel

blades. Clarence is master ot the
chop stroke—and if he happens to
chop the puck in the process, all well
and good—if not, he chops anyway,
probably on the basis that there are

lots of better things than pucks to
chop at.

_—

So there you are.

We understand that the diplomats
and students of foreign affairs would
receiv@ some interesting sidelights on
the history of the Sino-Japanese con-

flict from our local graveyard shift
experts. Vern Hughes has the pros

The brief spell of freezing last
month saw many of our local puck
experts doing their stuff on Cranberry
Lake.

They took up most of the

available space, and while no actual
war was declared, the casualties on
either side were reported heavy. Bud

Hogue’s practice in bucking roll:
stood him in good stead—and Bob
Smith's experience with hardware
was keenly appreciated by the boys
who tried to stop him.

Hughie McLean did a few figure
eights before a crowd of admirers,
and once he pulled off a_ perfect
spread eagle—spreading himself pretty

well all over the ice. Billy McAndrews, who finds skating a more interesting pastime than eating, was
cutting circles around the boys with
all his old-time skill.

and cons, the justice or injustice, the
probability of the Canadian navy exercising a dominant role —and just
how this little friendly discussion will

affect the boys down in Timbuctu.
Hugh McPhalen agrees with the
chap who entered a military headquarters in Vancouver last week and

defiantly told the colonel that he

knew of at least ten’: men who would

cross the ocean if war broke out—
himself and the nine men it took to
drag him there. On the same basis,
we could send thirty recruits to
whichever side needed them the
most.

Judging from the results of various
hunting exhibitions around here this
winter, the best place for most of the

lads who tossed a wicked rifle a

decade or so back, is to stay right in
the hills. The old eye ain't what she
used to he.
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“H’m! I don’t like the look of your
wife at all, Mr. Blunt,” said the doc-

from the effects of city noise has been

tor, after he had examined the patient.

worked out in Chicago. A d‘me’s

“put still she’s a good wife, and looks
after the children and the house well

worth of peanut brittle has been found!
very effective in counteracting a steam
riveter.

“Neither do I,” answered Blunt,

A diet to protect the growing child

—so I can’t grumble, I suppose.”
Two women, over the teacups:

“And did you have a nice time on

“Tf you had your time over again
would you marry your husband?”
“I don't think he would ask me.”

your honeymoon?”

“Oh, wonderful! I met the dar-

lingest man.”

Ed (passionately): “Je t’adore.”’

Mary (coldly): “Shut it yourself.’
Young Snob: “You are the first interesting person I have met this morn-

ing.

She:

“Really — you are luckier

than [.”’

Jack: “Where'd you get that black
eye?

From all accounts the business de-

pression has struck Hollywood, and
many movie queens will be forced to
keep the same husbands they had last

winter.

That Explains Some of Them
Professor of Botany: “I have found
a new plant and want a name for it.”

Wife: “Then do call it Rglomz.”
Professor: “Why, dear?”

W -fe: “That will complete the
crossword puzzle I made up myself.”

Bill: “Just a mistake about the
weather.”
Jack: ““How’s that?”

Bill: “Well, I was driving Anne
home last night, and all at once she
sighed and said: “Oh, how I love driving in the moonlight!’ but I found she
didn't mean it that way.”

Sara: Alice and I went out on a
date last night with those twin Sleek
brothers.”

Clara: “Oh, Ive heard ‘of them.
Tell me, are:they alike in.every way?”

Sara: “Not now, dearie. The one
I was with has a black eye now.”
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Powell River Children

1. Muriel Temperely 2. Milton Cloke 3. Allan Parker Markley 4. Max Bertram 5. Lucile Margaret
Rose Young 6. Gregory Temperely 7. Cyril Peter Markley 8. Glenys Marie Hindmarch 9. Patricia
Mary Anderson 10. Jean Anderson 11. John aind *‘Wendy’’? Tweed 12. William Thomson Marks
13, Jan and David Potts
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Exterior view of Dwight Hall, showing main entrance to auditorium. Cloak
rooms, lounge rooms and waiting rooms are included in the equipment of
the building.

Dwight Hall-An Outstanding
Commumty Centre
FEW years ago the Powell
River Company published

harmony and well-ordered planning

a beautifully illustrated

of a modern townsite: homes pleasing
to the eye; the absence of a drab unt

brochure under the title of ““The Art

formity or staff Prussian-like precision

and Industry of Newsprint.” The

arrangement; centres where recreative,

reference to industry presents no obstacle to the imagination; the Powell

social and fraternal activities may en-

River plant, as the largest producer
of newsprint on the Pacific Coast, oc-

joy opportunity for development,
No single centre in Powell River
has been more closely allied to the

cupies a prominent niche in the industrial life of the continent.
Less familiar, however, was the

pulse of our community life than

“Art” which, through long range

plant and townsite extension of 1925-

glasses is obscured by the vigor and
activity of the industrial foreground,
represented by many acres of white

1927, this justly praised community
centre is at once a source of pride to

building, gushing smokestacks and the
noisy harmony of numerous machines.

visitors.

Dwight Hall. Erected at an approximate cost of $150,000 during the

residents and, often, of surprise to
Lest we be accused of draw-

In the “Art” of newsprint manufac:

ing the proverbial small town “long
how’ we will content ourselves with.

turing at Powell River is included the

asking a few simple questions.
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View of the spacious

interior and stage

of Dwight Hall,
Powell River’s cele-

brated community
centre. Seating ac-

commodation for
over 800 is permitted.

How many districts with a population of 5,000 possess a community
hall erected at a cost of $150,000?
In how many halls in this same sug-

gested district would you find an
auditorium 108 feet by 50 feet capable
of comfortably seating an audience of

A wrill room 20 feet by 30 feet,
with electrically equipped kitchen, for
gatherings of scouts, girl guides, etc.
These are a few of the arguments
pleading the case of Dwight Hall as
an outstanding community centre, not

only of British Columbia, but of this

And when we add the following

Furthermore, we may add
that the auditorium, stage and lodge
room is equipped with a three-colored

equipment we are even more confident

rheostat light control, by means of

that our case will bear investigation.

which many beautiful lighting effects

A lodge room 47 feet by 26 feet,
where nearly a dozen fraternal or-

have been obtained.

ganizations hold regular communica-

for numerous conventions. Safety

tions.

and technical associations of the pulp

800 or accommodating in excess of
1,000 dancers?

A banquet hall, equipped with most
modern electric appliances, with accommodation for 200 guests.
A modern stage, 20 feet by 30 feet,
with dressing rooms, cloak rooms, etc.,
attached.

A library 60 feet by 33 feet, containing approximately 3,000 volumes,

and provided with every well-known
Table accommodation for

periodical.
seventy readers is included.

A. special dining-room attached to
the lodge room with accommodation
for upward of 100 guests.

continent.

The hall has been a favored centre

and paper industry have gathered
here: British Columbia Grand Lodges

of the Knights of Pythias and the
Masonic Order have held their annual

communications in this ample auditorium; the University of British Columbia Players Club find the stage
and auditorium the most elaborate and

best-equipped of any centre on their

annual tour; the Westminster Glee
Singers and other famous groups of
artists have expressed surprise and
delight at the spacious accommodations provided in Dwight Hall.
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Powell River High School Hoopsters, who are displaying convincing form
this year. Left to right: T. Burke, R. Redbead, D. Milne, L. Taylor, A.
Mitchell (Capt.), F. Brandolini, S. Southcott, J. Woodruff, M. A. Cameron
(principal and coach).

Basketball Notes
has enjoyed the best basketball of its history. The game
has received very good support from
the public.
The competition has been exceptionally close for the most part. The

shown the High School team, intermediate champions. Late this month
this team and a girls’ team will visit
Vancouver Island to compete for the
High School Championship of Powell
River and the Upper Island. A return
game will be played in Powell River
early in March.
A treat is in store for local basket-

championships have now been decided

ball followers this February, when

OWELL RIVER, this year,

in all divisions as follows:
Senior Men—WMoose.

Senior Ladies—Cranberry.
Intermediate Boys—High School.
The Moose men’s team, which won
the Provincial Senior B championship
last year, is expected to travel to Vancouver early in March for the Provincial championship series.

In the accompanying picture 1s

one of the leading Vancouver teams
will visit Powell River.
At the present time the three teams

in each division are engaged in a
playoff series. The best basketball of
the year is expected to result.

Games are played each Saturday
night in the Gymnasium, from 7 until

10 o'clock. They are well worth
watching.
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By CASUAL OBSERVER

(ine rcreston apparendy bein
the principal recreation apparently being shovelling snow from sidewalks. This is an excellent repast for those who like it, but generally
the perspiring shovel-wielder makes no secret of the fact that his tastes and
desires lie in other directions. It has not been possible to indulge in skating
to any great extent, although a little has been enjoyed, but the kiddies have,
for short periods, been able to take their sleighs from cold storage.

Golf and football have suffered severely, thegdevotees of these pastimes
being deprived of their hobbies for several week-ends. Fven the rail birds
have not been able to indulge in their noon-hour football scramble, although
on several occasions they have been out, but mud polo would have been a
far more appropriate title for their efforts. It is so long since a real football
game has been played, that fans and players alike will find it necessary to
enquire their way to the grounds when conditions improve. In the meantime,
quite a number seem to be taking up badminton, which bids fair to become a
major sport in the near future. It is quite refreshing to see some of the fat
guys floundering round with a racket, pufhng like stranded porpoises, but
getting a huge kick out of it all.

With all the shivering and growling though, spring isn’t really far away,
and many of the enthusiasts are already preparing. Landscape gardeners are
out sizing up the situation, and with additional spare time at their disposal are
contemplating using chunks of the garden that have not been in commission
for some time. If their ardour does not cool in the meantime, the garden
judges will this year have a more difficult task than ever. Lawn bowlers are
polishing up their stock in trade, and fishermen oiling their tackle, so although
we may be somewhat below normal in our little community, we are far from
being down and out.

The following was related to the observer, although no prizes are offered

for disclosure of identity. A young married couple were walking along the
Westview road one particularly dismal afternoon, the male escort repeatedly
expressing his disgust over missing the bus into Powell River. After a considerable distance, during which the conversation had been somewhat one-sided,

the wife expressed the opinion that, for a person in his condition, the present
exertion was no great hardship. “Don’t you walk miles through the bush on
Sundays during hunting season?” was her query. The husband admitted this

was correct. “And didn’t you stroke a rowing crew when in Vancouver?”
This was also admitted. “And didn’t you do a lot of heavy lifting in the gym

down there, and weren't you always in the weight-throwing competitions?”
“Oh, yes, but
“Well,” interrupted the lady,” suppose you carry the
baby for a while, I’ve packed him for two miles, and I’m all in.”
»%
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Local Gymnasium Active

During Winter Months
Badminton has grown

in popularity during
the past year. Photo

shows a group of enthusiasts indulging in
their favorite pastime

on the gym floor.
Mrs. Marshall and Mr.

H. Gwytbher are in
the foreground opposed to Mrs. Calder
and Mr. Mitchell.

ITH a steadily expand-

men’s class is going through its paces.

the full glow of youthful health
AAV ing membership, In“com
posed of residents of all
ages and of all sexes, Powell River's
gymnasium has been a favored rendez-

vous during the winter months. Each

and vigor they sweep through their

exercises— ‘arms bend,” “feet upward,
raise,” and other setting-up lessons—
and swing easily into the more grace-

evening one or other of the varied

ful and picturesque tumbling and

activities, basketball, badminton and

trapeze “stunts,” which peculiarly develop the co-ordination of muscle and
mind. A good percentage of young:
sters have enrolled in these classes—
and several have already displayed

physical training classes claim its
numerous adherents. “The shouts of
youthful enthusiasts cheering on their
favorite hoop squad, the zinging smack

of racket against shuttle, the meas-

promise of outstanding skill and

ured tap of classes going through

agility on the bars.

their paces, the excited cries of participants in the zestful whirl of “physical jerks’ are heard from day to day.
Extensive patronage is accorded the

On Mondays and Thursdays the
senior men hold the spotlight. At one

different classes. The gymnasium
schedule has no blank hours on its

centre another group splashing themselves in various poses about the big,

weekly sheet.

padded mat, test out the relative

Drop in on this centre of physical
fitness, say, on a Thursday evening,
between 6.30 and 8 p.m. Our young

merits of the hammerlocks, toe hold,
body scissors and other squirms of the

end of the floor a small group strenu-

ously indulge in handball; in the

“grunt and groan pastime.” On the
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particular night we picked for an un-

official visit, we were thrilled at the
spectacle of our doughty police chief,

George Clark, exchanging padded
glove compliments with “Hardware”
Charles Knox, pride of the Westview
leather pushers.

Perhaps the outstanding contribution to the popularity of the gymnas1um this fall has been the widely extended interest and participation in
badminton. The game has taken a
firm grip on the imagination of local
sport lovers. Its popularity has spread

swiftly and with accelerated momentum. Husbands and wives have hbe-

for-all as participants, assists in the
Anyway, everybody
is doing it and the shuttle and racket
dashing process.

have made a home for themselves in

Powell River. The total membership,
including novices and husbands, is
upwards of 70, and only the limited
accommodation of time and space
prevent it swelling above the century
mark.

Basketball,” of course, enjoys its
never failing popularity: In addition
to the school quintettes, nine squads
are in action each week. Three senior
men’s, three senior women’s and three

tea and whatever happens to go with

intermediate boys’ teams are struggling for leadership in their respec:
tive divisions. “The powerful Moose
hive, who last year swept through the
senior B ranks of British Columbia to

it—and dash equally wildly back

win Powell River’s first hoop title,

tional system likewise attend the free-

are again showing convincing form,
and will provide strong opposition to
the best the province can provide in
their division.

come ‘hopelessly embroiled in_ its
meshes. The former dash wildly home

from the ofhce, gulp a hasty cup of

tor the 5.30 hour. Why they dash
we don't know—unless the fact that
all the young ladies of our educa-

During the few days’ freeze-up on Cranberry Lake, Mrs. B. Thorsteinsson
and Miss Gladys Claridge pose for our cameraman. Centre and right, Miss
Claridge displays ber skill on the steel blades.
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Our Suburban Teaching Staffs
2.—The James Thomson School

The teaching staff of the James Thomson School in the district of Wildwood. Left to
right: Miss Anderson, Mr. Irvine Dawson, principal, and Miss Phyllis Gibson.

N Labor Day last the ener-

unfamiliarity with local conditions.

getic residents of Wildwood initiated a further

Ably assisted by his teaching staff, he

forward step in their civic and community upbuilding by the erection of
a new four-roomed educational, the

scholastic endeavor among his pupils.
The James Thomson School stands on

James Thomson School, named after

one of the pioneers of the district.
Wildwood had one of the first schools
in the Powell River area—and its citizens have given every consideration,
consistent with time and finances to

maintaining educational facilities for
their children.
The present teaching staff of the
James Thomson School is composed
of Mr. Dawson, principal, and Misses
Anderson and Gibson, assistants. Mr.

Dawson, like his contemporaries in
Westview and Cranberry, has ably
assumed direction and supervision de-

spite the initial handicap of a natura!

has maintained a high standard of
an equal tooting with other educational institutions of the district.
Mr. Dawson, Miss Gibson and Miss
Anderson have become closely afhliated with the community and social
life of Wildwood. They have worked

steadily to enhance the prestige of
their school, and are willing partictpants in the many phases of public

activity. In recreative competition
with rival suburbanites, the children

of the Wildwood institution have
given displays of their youthful vigor
and training; in the educational field
their training has reflected just credit
of the efforts of the staft.
The residents of Wildwood are to
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be congratulated both on the splendid

school built as a result of their own
energy and initiative, and on their
capable and efhicient teaching staff.
We wish continued prosperity and
success to Wildwood—and to the

Steve are bad medicine—but so are
those other two lads. Steve hits em
out of sight; but so does Curly, when
the spirit moves. Jock is usually a
steady and dependable partner—but
so is Kelly. So there you are, lads; if

trustees and staff of the James Thom-

either side maintain anything like

son School.

the form of which they are capable,

get through your lunch early and

Golf Notes
>

follow the crowd.
Competition for Maurice Boxall’s
club, in both ladies’ and men’s sections, was keen — but weather con-

HE jittering vagaries of the

ditions interfered to prevent any

weather gods during the last

record-breaking scores. In the ladies’

month have rendered Ye shoot, Mrs. Frank Flett and Mrs.
Morley Mitchell were tied with a

Royal and Ancient Game a somewhat uncertain proposition. Kain,

net 82: in the men’s, Larry Heap and

hail, snow and

Jock Lundie have to shoot off their

frost, succeeding
and re-succeeding

' each other with

net 71 tie.

The course, considering recent
deluges, has been unexpectedly play-

sprightly cOonsistency, have kept
our heavyweights

able —- and everyone is hoping we

of the club guess-

are already pouring over the form

ing. It has been

charts.

a case of snatch-as-snatch can—seize

a day, or even an hour, and make it
Somehow, the contenders on the

men’s two-ball managed to sneak
down to the final round. AS we go
to press, a powerful appearing quar-

tette are girding the old loins for
what looks like a tough struggle.
Steve Brynjolfson and Jock Kyles,
winners of the men’s four-ball event,
have also attained the final round in
the two-ball: Against them they have

that famous local combination of
youth and experience, Curly Wood-

ward and Cecil Kelly. Jock and

have had our last snowfall. The men's
singles are not far off, and the experts

Jock Kyles has been outstanding
this year—and is now one of the low

handicap men of the club, with an
odd 9. A year ago his handicap was
14—-which speaks for itself.
Beaming hostess, to three men tell-

ing stories in a corner: “Why, you
poor dears, you're being neglected!”

Fish Dealer: “Fresh, lady? Why,
this fish breathed its last just as you
came in the door.”

Customer (snifing): “And what a
hreath it had!”
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“Inside Stuff ’”’
By ANNE MACSWEEN

HE pussy willows are with us again, and again

|} we
are rolling on towards sprin
rains are here and the young growing things
are whispering to themselves beneath the moist warm
sod. The days are lengthening, the winds are softer,
the sun's rays are brighter. But through the awaken-

ing sweetness there strikes a note of sadness—of

Through the fading winter twilight comes the
call of the lone Haggis to its young. But, alas, there
SOTIOW.,

are no young.

They have fallen—martyrs to the cause

0 Rabhie. Stalked down they were, tracked without
mercy to their lairs, and then done to death amid the
skirl O pipes.

The wee creatures, for I suppose they are

creatures, are eaten with tremendous relish and much
eclat by the rabbid followers o’ Rabbie. A noble dish
they make, cooked to a turn, garnished wi’ snash whappit hawdies, a couple o
good stout clam jamfries, baked bannocks and strong tea.
Anne MacSween

Truly I am sorry the month of January has passed.

Another year must

elapse before the Haggis season is open again. But, you ask, what is this Haggis

really, and how is it prepared? Let's see—perhaps we can tell you.
Following mixture sufficient to make 20 Haggi. ‘Take:
()atmeal—one sack.

Two gallons dairy cream—soured (Ayreshire or Galloway cows).
One-quarter sack potatoes (Arran Chiefs).
Fight lbs. fresh chopped suet (same cows).
Ten lbs. chopped raw onions (Spanish).
Liver from 12 nine-month calves (same cows).
51x lbs. fresh churned butter (same cows).
Thirteen and one-half drops black ox blood (same cows).
Salt, pepper and spice to taste.
Mix all ingredients well, stir thoroughly, let stand in covered crock three
days. Remove cover if cover has not already removed self, stir mixture again
using strong spurtle and elbow grease.

Now take stomach linings or plucks of twenty sheep (same cows), clean
thoroughly, inspect carefully for punctures, fill each skin with aforesaid mixture. (If allowed to stand longer mixture may walk into skin unassisted.)
Now tamp well to expell air pockets, tie necks securely with stout cord, place
in boiler and cook on slow fire seven days and seven nights. Fat!
It has always been our policy and privilege to make clear wherever possible, topics or problems which are more or less obscure to our readers. It
pleases us to be able to give this service with no extra charge to our patrons.
We take great pleasure then in laying before you this matter and giving you
the stark, bald truth—the “inside stuff.”

What the site of our present wharf looked like when the
bioneers of construction landed in Powell River in 1910. The
ola camp along the beach may be seen.

